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voice
weather woes
f
V

by Greg Reed
Staff writer

J

Walking in a winter wonderland
Yeah, right.
In a week that saw the coldest weather in at least a decade,
possibly a century, many GVSU students found themselves
wondering why school wasn’t canceled. An all-time record was
just missed last Wednesday when the thermometer stopped its
decline at a nasty 22 degrees below zero.
Add the windchill to that, and it was actually 47 degrees below.
Although the amount of snowfall was close to normal, frigid
temperatures wouldn’t allow for it to melt, leaving a much larger
accumulation than normal. For the first time in ages, “how about
this weather” was more than just a cheesy pick-up line.
As usual, students were ready to voice their opinion on the
subject at hand.
“This campus should not be open at all," said Melinda Phelps.
Janine Brown had an interesting thought: “(The media) told us
to bring our dogs in from outside, but (the administration) tells us
to come to school.”
“I got frostbite just cleaning off my car," said Adam Bursma.
Antwan Brown said of Monday night, “It was snowing so bad
that I couldn't even see the car in front of me. You shouldn’t put
the students lives in jeopardy, there (are) enough accidents on Lake
Michigan Drive in fair weather. Personally, I think IS below was
too cold.”
Faculty understood that some students were unable to make it
to school, but still felt that school should go on if possible.
Director of Communications Alex Nesterenko said “As long
as roads are passable, I think we should hold classes and leave it up
to the students to come if they can.”
Deanof Arts andHumanitiesFonest Armstrong added,“Maybe
there are no perfect solutions...we have students coming to classes
from all over, and I understand that some places are hit harder than
others. But this is my fifteenth winter here, and we’ve never had
a day when I couldn’t get here safely.”
So who actually decides when school closes? Ultimately, it’s
up to President Lubbers. However, it’s not that simple. Die
president is a member of the Executive Officers Group, which also
consists of the Executive Assistant to the President Jean Enright,
along with Vice Presidents Glenn Niemeyer, Ronald VanSteeland
andMatthew Logan. Although this group makes the decision, they
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Ben Bishop and Jon Shoud enjoy the drifting snow despite o f a -20
degree temperature. Does this redefine bored stiff?

gather information from a large group o f sources including Plant
Services, Public Safety, and Campus Operations, along with the
Eberhard Center, Lakeshore and Muskegon classes.
Director of Public Safety Services A1 Wygant is one of the
many people who funnel information to the group. Wygant, too,
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collects this information from others
before passing it on. He works in
accordance with the Ottawa County
Sheriffs Department, theOttawaConty
Road Commission Department, and
the State Police to check the “artery
roots that feed GVSU’s campus.”
These are: Lake Michigan Dr. from
Wilson to U.S. 3 1 ,48th S t from Lake
Michigan to M21, 68th St. from the
Coopersville exit off of 1-96 to Lake
Michigan, Fillmore from Cottonwood
to 42nd, and 42nd into campus.
Wygant stated his main concerns:
“Can students get here safely, and if so,
are we ready to accept them?” The
latter he finds out from the Plant
Services’ ground crew, regarding the
parking lots, walkways, and entrances
to buildings. On top of this. Public
Safety has been kept busy by jumping
cars that won’t start and taking care of
frozen locks on automobiles.
“These are things that the students
hadn’t thought about,” he said.
One thing that students should think
of, though, is not to leave their cars in
the lots overnight. According to
another person passing information to
Photo by Juon Denny
the group, Director o f Plant Services
Bob Whitaker, this prevents the ground
crews from efficiently plowing the lots.
“When lots are clear, we can do a
very good job of clearing the snow,” he said.
The grounds crew has been showing up between 3:30 and
4:00 ami. to plow because they must be done and out of the way by
7:30 ami.

Please see WEATHER, p. 2

CIVIL RIGHTS SPEAKER VISITS GVSU
'Dissection: Is it
c
y
necessary at GVSU?
by Dan Moore.
Staff Writer

F
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Staff Writer

— J

Dissection will be the the topic of a presentation given by
a biologist from the Humane Society of the United States on
Thursday, Feb. 3 at 7:30 pjn. in the Promenade Deck of
Kirkhof Center.
Jonathan P. Balcombe, PhD., who has studied and
taught at universities in the United States and Canada,
Balcombe eventually answered no and contends it is
possible for students to learn animal structure and function
without involving the termination of an animal’s life.
“ It is only by speaking out—politely but firmly—-that
you will make a difference,” Balcombe said. “ Change
comes not from quiet acquiescence to dubious practices; it
comes about when those practices are questioned or
challenged.”
include general biology L comparative vertebrate anatomy,
ornithology and human physiology.
GVSU doesn’t have a standard policy for dealing with
students who ottject to dissection. “It’s left up to the
instructor,” said Howard Stein, chairman of the biology
department.
There ate several alternatives to dissection available
___Intellimation, a company in California that supplies
higher education software for Macintosh computers, offers
a computerized png dissection program called MacPig which
teaches the structure, function and location of five major
body systems. The function and physical characteristics of
each organ are described on-screen after removal by the
Studoit A site license for MacPig is $249.
house is as low as $5 to $6 , Stein said. Fetal pigs are used in
general biology I a t GV$U.
Fisher-EMD’s 1993-94 general science catalog lists a
“formalin-free” super large fetal pig at $16.90. Formalinfree means the specimens are formaldehyde free, which
makca them more expensive.
Fisher’s pricefor a feta! pig varies from $4.10 to $19.90.
Price vmiatiofis dQKiid on if the specimcnsare injected
with dyes, if chemicals are used to pseserve foe specimens,
if the specimens are pregnant, and their size.

Plmst see DISSECTION,

Conference (SCLC) under Dr. King. The program was originally
started by Miles HortoninTennessee. Pressure from his community
caused him to turn the project over. Cotton, along with Andrew
Bitter cold and sub-zero temperatures could not prevent a Young, directed foe program which was created to bring whites
small but determined crowd from coming to hear Civil Rights and blacks together and to teach them how they can be involved in
speaker Dorothy Cotton at the Louis Armstrong Theater on changing their lives. At this time a citizenship training program
January 19, 1994. The lecture was sponsored by foe office of was established where 50 to 60 people would come together to
Minority Affairs.
learn what they could do to
Ms. Cotton served as the
free themselves. They then
Education Director for the Southern
took their message into the
Christian Leadership Conference from
community.
1960 to 1972. She worked closely
Said Ms. Cotton, “I
with Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
learned about politics and
designing and conducting training
civics much more by
programs which developed leadership
helping these people come
in the South and promoted social
into a new sense of who
change through non-violent strategies.
they were.”
Today she serves as a consultant to
Cotton addressed the
many organizations, schools, and
citizenship issue further
corporations on a variety of topics and
with much emotion and
projects addressing race relations,
energy by saying, ‘T o be a
multiculturalism, human relations, and
citizen is to be a serious
personal and spiritual growth.
player in public life. It
When asked what made Ms.
means to make your mark
Cotton special. Dean of Minority
in a constructive way. It
Affairs Donald Williams described
means to help build our
her as having “a profound knowledge
society and to help address
of the Civil Rights movement, and
and solve the tough,
she is able to communicate that
difficult problems we face
knowledge well to others.”
as a nation, and even as a
Cotton's main theme stressed the
world.”
importance of the decisions we make
At the end o f her
today as well as the lessons we can
speech. Cotton gave six
learn from the past She discussed the
reasons why people choose
movement talked of Dr. Martin Luther
to honor Dr. King: 1) he
Photo by Bob Cooley was prepared, 2) he could
King, and spoke of some of her
personal experiences.
Guest speaker Dorothy Cotton shares her experiences
articulate. 3) he provided
“The gift of experience that we about working with Dr. King Wednesday afternoon at the
the tools for which to
had in that movement is important Louis Armstrong Theater.
struggle, 4) he instilled
especially if we look at the lessons
hope, 5) he challenged
from that period,” said Cotton. “The lessons we can call from the people, and 6) he called people to action.
past and how we apply them today are also important”
Said Cotton, “See yourself as an ongoing problem-solver in
During the Civil Rights Movement Cotton took part in a this country. Be an involved, participating individual that helps to
program that was inherited by the Southern Christian Leadership solve the problems that we face.”
■Py
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WEATHER

A ssistant Vice President for Antwan Brown called in that afternoon
Campus Operations Terry Sack stated, to see if there w u school Tuesday
from p. I
■ ■ ■■ When the temperature is u low as “we're in the business of staying open night After being told there was, he
it was last week, salt is ineffective in and providing information. We take showed up to find out it was, in fact
melting the snow. Whitaker added thatveiyseriously. W ew anttom ake canceled. It seems that Brown was a
victim o f timing.
It was bound to
that salt mixed with sand will be used «ure we’re open.”
from $ 34J 0 to * 7*20 m d grew
He added that road conditions are happen to someone, and Brown
when it warms 1 9 enough for it to
frogs from *1235 to $59.90.
effective.
ottheonly consideration as to whether obviously wasn’t the only one this
“It’s a touch ouretkm.” Mid
hsppenedto.
“We try to use a conservative or not the school remains open.
biology professor Marie Luttenton
As Armstrong said, “We're so large
;er. “We try not
“It depends on where we are in the
mixture,” said Whitaker,
when asked If using animals for
to overdo or underdo the i
tester,” said Sack.
that we can’toommunicate individually
disaectkmi
Other factors to be considered are with all of the students. Our best
the mixture).”
: student activities are going on, efforts can’t stoppeople from coming.”
The van used to transport disabled
athletics.
ks part of the Executive Officers students wouldn’t start on Monday
uroup, VanSIreland noted that “it’s and Tuesday. As a result, a loaner was
by Khadtjali Smith.
acquired. However, the loaner didn’t
our goal to remain open.”
Staff Writer “
Part o f that goal was to keep the have a lift for those in wheelchairs.
Although the weather has caused a :
endale Campus and Eberhard
The Fieldhouse All-Nighter, held
iter open Tuesday night. However, problems for the disabled, Assistant
local media ran an incorrect Dean of S tudents Ginger Randall said Saturday night, provided a variety o f
sage that was supposed to say that that Plant Services has “done the best activities.
Basketball games were played
only the Holland andMuskegonclasses they could. You can’t keep up with
Our educational database contains
(the weather).’’
throughout the night, ending in a slamwere to be closed.
information on more than 4,000
What the students must realize is dunk contest for which the prize was a
“We understood that there was
graduation concentration areas,
confusion on whether or not we were that GVSU is a business, added
representing over 1,000 schools.
open. As a result, President Lubbers administrators. Their job is
This makes it easy to find the
made thedecisiontocancel all classes,” us.
program that's right for you.
VanSIreland said. “That eliminated
“It’s not a very popular time
the confusion.”
those making d ecisio n s,"
We eliminate the hours spent
Well, for most people it did. VanS teeland.
researching graduateprograms and
Correction:
the tim e-consum ing effort o f
contacting graduate schools for
Dr. Baum's quote on page 6 of the Jan. 19 edition of The
more information. We can provide:
Lanthorn should read: " . . . in a wav of evidence of their

thebastt’t
* iS ii§
to b « * to fa a b
better
in*tnietfookIv«lueth*i»»tenttl«ves
would,
“The perception i* life has
m inim al v alue, hum an O t

From sports to movies at All-Nighter

c

Literature/catalogs describing
over 4,000 graduate study
programs.

s f Literature and application
materials for more than 300
credentialling programs.

For more information, write or call us
todayI

CAREER NETWORK
ASSOCIATES
2210 M t C arm el A venue,

Suite 1 10- D e p t
G lenside, PA
19038

pair of Reebok gym shoes.
Students and visitors alike took
part in a spirited ongoing volleyball
game. Euchre and Spades could be
enjoyed on the upper deck, along with
movies which ran all night. Students
relaxed while such films as Dragon-

The Bruce Lee Story, The Blues
Brothers and South Central were
shown on the large-screen television.

understanding and awareness." We apologize for any
inconvenience.

ATTENTION ALL 18-44
YEAR OLD CIOEEETTE
SMOKERS
A national marketing research firm is
canducting a very important marketing
i e s 1larch study and needs your opinions. If
u are interested in participating, please
all 954-7460. All qualified men and
^merrwilLreceiye a cash incentive for
tim§ and insight.
soar

Courtney Kissman and Amy F rey go head to head in the Euchre
Tourney a t the Fieldhouse All-Nighter, Saturday the 22nd.

Photo by Din Irving

The M idwestern M odel Arab League w ill take
place March 3-5 at Calvin College. This is a
sim ulation/role-playing exercise. A ny
interested GVSU student should contact Prof.
G oode at 895-3184 for more information.

(215) 572-7670

Students may sign up for these seminars at the Career Planning & Counseling Center, located at 152 Commons. Staff members are available from 8-8pm on
______________________________________Monday and from 8-5pm Tuesday through Friday. Phone 895-3266.
S T l I) Y
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O T E ST TAKING: Develop the skills to demonstrate on tests what you have learned
in studying.
Date: Tues. Feb. 8 Place: Kleiner Commons A
Time:4-5pm Group Leader: Wayne Kinzie
O STUDY SKILLS: An overview of specific aspects of developing effective study
habits and skills.
Date: Tues. Feb. 1 Place: Kleiner Commons A
Time:4-5pm Group Leader: Wayne Kinzie

O CA REER PLANNING: A workshop for students who are undecided about a
career direction or choice of major. Career testing and current
career and job market information will be utilized to help
participants develop a career plan for themselves.
Date: Wed. Feb. 9 Place: Kleiner Commons A
Time: 2-3pm Group Leader: John Zaugra
O SPEECH ANXIETY: A workshop designed to help students manage the anxiety
they may experience when making a speech or presentation.
Date: Tues. March 1 Place: Kleiner Commons A
Time: 3-4pm Group Leader: Wayne Kinzie
OSTRESS MANAGEMENT: A workshop focused on how to reduce stress reactions
and live better with environmental stress that cannot be avoided.
Date: Mon. Feb. 14 Place: 152 Commons
Time: 2-3pm Group Leader: Virginia Stamler
OPREPARATION FOR EXAMS: A workshop to enhance exam success through
training in Time Management, Study Skills, and Test-Anxiety
Reduction.
Date: Wed. March 30 Place: Kleiner Commons A
Time: 4-5pm Group Leader: Dan Dillingham
OGUERRILLA TACTICS IN JOB INTERVIEWING: Explore effective
non-verbal strategies to enhance job interviewing.
Date: Thurs. Feb 24 Place: 152 Commons
Time: 10-11am Group Leader: Ginger Lange
OPLANNING FOR GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION. A
workshop to assist in planning for graduate & professional
schools. Topics include application procedures, test requirements,
reparatory courses & financial aid.
Date: Tues. Feb. 15 Place: Kleiner Commons A
Time: 4-5pm Group Leader: John Zaugra

0 \ - ( J O I \ (J

S K M I N A K S

OSURVIVORS OF CHILDHOOD SEXUAL ABUSE **: A group designed to
provide an educational and supportive environment to help
participants explore issues and concerns related to childhood
sexual abuse.
Date: Thurs. Feb. 3 Place: 1S2 Commons
Time: 3-4:30pm Group Leader: Lynda Clinefelter
□RELATIONSHIP ISSUES**: A counseling group focused on relationship issues
oblematic to group members.
ate: Mon. Jan 31 Place: 152 Commons
Time: 3:50-5pm Group Leaders: Wayne Kinzie &
Morgan Lachney

g

O Q U IT CLINIC FOR SMOKERS: A support group for smokers wanting to break
the habit before it breaks them.
Date: Thurs. Feb. 3 Place: 152 Commons
Time: 2-3pm Group Leader: John Zaugra
OEATING DISORDERS**: A support group for students who feel that food plays
an all-consuming and negative role in their lives.
Date: Wed. Feb. 2 Place: 152 Commons
Time: 2-3pm Group Leader: Pam Hachet
OGAY/LESBIAN/BI-SEXUAL SUPPORT GROUP: A seminar to provide support
and facilitate understanding and acceptance.
Date: Fri. Feb. 18 Place: 152 Commons
Time: 3-4pm Group Leader: Diana Pace & Sean Kenny
OADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS**: A workshop designed to increase
awareness of the impact of growing up m a dysfunctional family.
Date: Tues. Feb. 1 Place: 152 Commons
Time: 3-4pm Group Leader: Pam Hachet
OAFRICAN-AMERICAN WOMEN: A SUPPORT GROUP FOR SISTERS:
The historic concern of African-American women about race has
recently taken on the added issue of gender. All women interested
in this timely topic are welcome to this seminar.
Date: Thurs. Feb. 17 Place: Kleiner Commons B
Time: 3-5pm Group Leader: Harriet Singleton
OATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER SUPPORT GROUP**: A continuing
support group to assist in understanding the nature of ADD, to
discuss relevant personal issues and ways of coping with its
symptoms.
Date: Wed. Feb. 9 Place: 152 Commons
Time: 3-4:30pm Group Leader: Morgan Lachney &
Virginia Stamler

** Pre-registration interview is necessary before joining

€

by Khadfjah Smith
Staff Writer

~J

The third annual Grand Valley
march to commemorate the birthday
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was held
at the KiikhofCenter Monday, in spite
of the day’s snow and bitter cold. In
accordant* with the extreme weather
conditions, the program was altered to
include an extended indoor program,
followed by a short symbolic march
outside the building.
The indoor program began with an

exceipt from Eyes Onthe Prize, aPBS
documentary on the Civil Rights
movement. Grand Valley students
watched a scene which showed students
being sprayed with jets o f water
because of their non-violent protest of
America’s segregation policies.
When asked to give their reactions
to the film, students responded
similarly, expressing sadness, mingled
withdisbelief. Cheryl Sanford, ajunior,
felt “disappointed, especially at the
tdackrace...partly because westill need
to learn how to com m unicate
effectively without violence and

Student Senate News

m
m

. by AlaaP. Babbitt
Staff Writer

m

The Student Senate voted Thursday to freeze the operating funds of
the newly-formed Harpoon, a student newsletter, pending an investigation
for possible copyright violations.
Scott Goldberg, vice-presidentof allocations for the senate, said the
suspension stems from the Jan. 5 edition of the publication.
The theme of the Harpoon was Grand Valley Presklent ArendD.
Lubbers declaring war on Western Michigan University. On page four,
there is acopy of the Lubbers* memo, printed onn university letterhead,
to WMU Resident Diether Haenickk The use of the Grand Valley
symbol and the forgery o f Lubbers' signature are the two items under
question.
“I expect to meet with GVSU officials to seeif copyright violations
exist,” Goldberg said. “If no violations oocunred, then t t t Harpoon’s
funds will be unfrozen. This has nothing to do with the content of the
"newsletter.” ..
Vice-President o f Finance and Administration Ronald VanSteeland
showed the senators the color plans for the soon-to-be built intramural
wing addition to the Fieldhouse. He said construction should begin in
M ay o f *94 and be completed before the fall semester in 1995.
The color jdsns will be shown in the windows of the Lobby Shop in
the Kiikhof Center this week.
Senate President Len VanPopering asked VanSteeland to discuss
GVSU’a school cancellation policy after several student complaints
over the school's decision not to dose during last week’s cold spelL
VanSteelandsdd Grand Valley *s main goalis tokeep the institution
open. The school closing comea down to a matter o f safety problems,
according to VanSteeland, not of student convenience.
The Senate voted to move $430 in its budget toward the general
assembly reception fund. Also, the Senate reallocated $1350 so that it
could send three o f itsm einben toWashington D .C . for the fifth annual
National Conference for the Advancement of Student Diversity.
The Senate will not meet thisweek because o f the S.OJLT. meeting
in the Promenade Deck Thursday.

January 27

killing.”
After the film was shown Donald
Williams,deanof minority affairs,rose
to speak. He further explained the
roots of the Civil Rights movement,
and shared some of his personal views
and reactions to that chaotic era in
American history.
“ If you w ant change,” said
Williams, “sometimes it’sjustthinking
about what you have and trying to add
to i t ”
The remainder of the program
includedasongbyGVSUGospelChoir
Director Cassonya Carter; brief words
by Oscar Jones and Patrice McCrary,
reigning homecoming king andquecn;
a spirited reading o f Dr. K ing’s
celebrated “I Have A Dream” speech
by Joseph Hunter; and a benediction
by Andrea Taylor.
______

Correction:
On p. 4 of Issue 15 of The
Lanthorn, line three should read
"doe's eyes" and the author’s name
is Judi Boogaart, not Jodi. The
L anthorn apologizes for any
inconvienience.

D r.Joe Price from the School c f Education listens intently to
Oscar Jones, 1993 Homecoming K ing, make a heart-warming
speech about M artin Luther King, Jr.

Photo by Erik Holliday
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The Week Ahead

^

Lunchbreak Series: Cellist Peter Retjo
Cook-DeWitt Center

Q

January 28 — ^

Canned Food Sculpture Contest
___________________Kiikhof Center

^

January 29 -

^

Transitions in Leadership Conference
Promenade Deck/Kirkhof Center

m

m
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m
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895-2130
Zenith Rep here every other Friday starting 1-14-94 from 10am - 2pm, Apple Rep every Wednesday from 1 2 - 3
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Bobbitt vs. Bobbitt
Two Lanthorn writers give their opinions
on the controversial and sensational case
a
^

b j Hddl G tittk** -----^
Staff Writer
J

•

t—
_____by AIm P. Babbitt_____
V
Staff Writer
J

ft was n°t the typical June night Before we ^
glicing mta ^
at the Bobbitt house, to say the least B issue, let me make one thing crystal
I t » hard to even comprehend that . clear< My last ^
j , .pelted B.A.
while John Bobbitt was sound asleep, ■ B-B-I-T-T, not B-Q-B-B-I-T-T.
his wife L orena took a knife, "
Unfortunately it took a national
approached him, amL.you know the ■ tragedy, such as the Northfield, Calif.
rest
■ earthquake, to take this ridiculous
I’m sure it was hard for John caseoffour television se t butlcannot
Bobbitt to believe such a thing could i say I really miss seeing the faces of
happen to him. He probably would ■ either John or Lorena Bobbitt.
have been far out o f the country if he ■
The real problem with this whole
knew a vital part of his body would " saga is that both of them are being
soon-be cut off and thrown into a a made out to be heroes by some
field■ members of our American society.
The story is by far unique, and ■
Lorena has become the unofficial
the one thing that keeps rising is the JJspokesperson for battered women
publicity.
B across the United States.
Recently, John Bobbitt appeared B
Her vicious act, which she forgot
on Jenny Jones to tell his side of the ■ the details of at her own trial recently
story and to answer questions on the ■ after reciting them clearly at his trial
touchy subject. He also displayed J earlier, can be justified because of
the original Bobbitt T-shirts.
a the years of mental and physical
D avid Letterm an used the ■ abuse, some people cry.
Bobbitts for a Top Ten List of things *
From what I have gathered, Mrs.
overheard at the Bobbitt trial. ‘Please Bobbitt had the means and the
rise, Mr. Bobbitt,' was one of the a opportunity to walk away from this
unforgettable phrases.
■ obviously failed marriage. Unlike
People are probably watching and ■ other spouse-abuse victims, she made
waiting to sort out the many details a the money in the partnership,
that ate still a mystery in the case of JJ
This is not to say that she asked
the Bobbitts.
a for or deserved the alleged abuse she
The basics of the story are quite ■ encountered. But Lorena could have
clear. But the question remains as to ■ ended her problems a long time ago
why such an act was committed by * without having to commit such a
Lorena. This is a tough question a primitive revenge,
because we have heard such a variety ■ John, on the otherhand, has made
of answers.
■ plenty of public appearances off his
Some say it was due to abuse by "u n p lan n ed surgery. Radio-host
her husband. Others believe Lorena JJHoward Stem offered Mr. Bobbitt a
was simply overreacting to other B large sum of cash to show off his
circumstances that are unknown to ■ “new” penis on Stem’s New Year’s
the public.
■ pay-per-view television show. John
The story of the Bobbitts has " graciously refused.
become almost historical And since
Although he was acquitted of
it seems like it is becoming more of a ■ marital spouse abuse late last year,
publicity raiser than anything else at ■ the questions of John's character
the moment, it is probably best to put JJ abound. A different woman claims
it behind us for now.
a he fathered her child. He disputes the
Since we don’t and may never B charge, saying she was only an
know all of the facts surrounding the ■ acquaintance. Stay tuned.
Jobbitt case, let us just remember ■
And I am sure that if his sexual
one important lesson from this " organ ever returns to full reproductive
situation.
B capability, John will be more than
When you are married and it B willing to show off his new part
comes time to shut off the lights at ■
Then again, I am sure that there
n^ht, try to settle all arguments, slight JJ will be some women who would
differences,
or
any
mis- a love to be the first one to climb
understandings the two of you have. B aboard the Bobbitt express.
■
Tragically, that is the way some
■ people are.

J
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The Holocaust: why look back at evil?

C
c

.by Kathleen Beatty.
News Editor

Take a look around you. What
do you see and what are you willing
to do to p o sitiv e ly a ffe c t th e
environment in which you live?
Film director Steven Spielberg
decided to send a powerful message
through the medium he has mastered
— film.
Forty-eight years have passed
since the end o f the H olocaust Since
then many scholars and Holocaust
survivors have dedicated their lives
to teaching each new generation of
thehorrorsof theNazis' final solution
to exterminate all “untermensch.”
At the heart of their message
lies the realization that the human
race is vety capable of evil as well as
perfect altruism . A t A m erican
universities, Holocaust classes like
the one professor W illiam Baum
teaches here at Grand Valley increase
in enrollment yearly. Books, TV
documentaries, and movies such as
Spielberg’s Schindler's List have
also contributed to our wealth of
knowledge on the subject
If you are ever “lucky” enough
to take the Holocaust class atGVSU,
as I have, you will read of atrocities,
look at pictures that m ake your
stomach turn, and cry at the stories
o f survivors. You will also have
nightmares— nightmares that come
back to haunt your sleep every time
you witness human suffering. You
will become attuned to such key
words as “internment” or “ethnic
cleansing.”
If you ever get the chance to
meet a staunch nationalist, such as I
have in a small town in Germany, he
may not acknowledge your presence
because you are an American. You
will feel fear when he tells you of his
“birthright.”
If you are ever “brave” enough
to visit a Nazi death camp or work
camp, such as I have, you will stand
witness in a different way to what
occurred there. You will see bulletrid d en w a lls, gas ch am b ers,
crematorium s, barren fields that
sa v e as mass graves, and monuments
made with such anger and sorrow
you will never feel those emotions in
the sam e w ay ag ain .
No
compassionate being could leave
such a place without taking stock of
how this all relates to you or the
people you know or the society in

a masterful piece of work that rips at
which you live.
The public, as a wnole, has been the hum an soul in a no-dazzle
made m ore conscious of what took fash io n . H e sh o w s th e c o ld 
place then than they were in 1945, heartedness o f a bureaucracy bent
yet such acts of banal evil repeat on th e e ffic ie n t an d o rd erly
them selves daily throughout the elimination o f the Jewish race as
worldnow. Nationalism is reaching well as the blind faith of the same
virulent levels in Eastern Europe; ' people under fascism. A syou watch
ethnic hatreds and religious tensions the movie in stark black and white,
in Bosnia and Hercegovina have left the events o f the present take on new
fa m ilie s, frie n d sh ip s and th eir urgency.
As theyearspass, fewer survivors
. homeland in.a state o f chaos; ethnic
Turks injfirance are being paid large w ill be left to reach the minds of the
sums of money to leave that country new generation., Thus, efforts must
forever; members of Aryan Nation, also be made to record what they
in ever increasing numbers, march have told us and keep the memory of
their experiences alive. M ovies such
in the streets o f the U.S.
Unfortunately, many Holocaust as Schindler's List should become
scholars believe that close to one required viewing in the schools, or
fifth of the US population is unaware the next generation m ay have to ask
o f or deny the H olocaust With this themselves who will stand up for
inmind, the efforts of Spielberg must justice in the future.
be com m ended He has delivered up

How
“He who has a w hy to love can bear with almost any how ."
Nietzsche
How when they tried to take your dignity, your humanness away
making you unknown, unrecorded victims of a
slow dying,
How from the depths of the pits in which you existed —
From Auschwitz,
From Dachau,
From Treblinka,
From Buchenwald,
When you were stripped of all worldly possessions, and
forced to stand in the chilling, humbling
cold for long hours your
frozen flesh beaten with whips and clubs,
Never letting the pain show,
Never wanting the watchful demons
to think you were ill,
Calmly stripping the bodies of the dead
for scraps of clothing, and finding
Nothing was left to you, but your ridiculously
naked lives,
How did you survive to work, to write, to give back
to life?
From a pain that those of us who were not there
cannot understand - from the hell that
was the Holocaust You write a message; you continue to believe in mankind.
You want us to understand the why.
Barbara Plumley
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Clueless thoughts and disputes about the weather
^

\
Jhy Cory D. Olsen
" Staff Writer

sodium chloride? Ah, that :might
mightbe
the reason. Then I started to think
about the reason why there wasn’t any
salt on that ice-stricken walkway.
I contacted Supervisor of Plant
Services Randy Drewiy about the
condition of our campus. He was very
happy to answer any and all o f my
questions. “We try to keep the
pathways pushed back as much as
possible; we shovel all of the steps
every day; our grounds department
keeps everything done up."
Theplowing crew comes in around
3:30 ajn. and works until all o f the
campusfroads and pathways) iscleared.
“If it keeps onsnowing during the day,
it’s extremely difficult to work around
the people. We try to plow between
classes but when you’re in a truck
tryingtoplowwithtentotwentypeople
walking around...it’s hard to do the
work." ButI wanted to know aboutthe
sa lt Why the absence of it? I know
that all o f it doesn't go into the food.
"Basically,salt isve^expensive. Plus,
it doesn’t really work in temperatures
below twenty degrees, so we mostly
try to use sand.” Aha! Now I
understand. What would be the point
o f walking on top o f crunchy salt? I
now stand fillly corrected,
Next up is why are we even at

9

As we slip somewhat abruptly into
the winter season, certain things begin
to happen to us as people.
First off, I would like to say
som ething about the walking
conditions on campus. Has anyone
around here heard of salt? Yes, we
know the people that cook in the
Commons do, but apparently the
grounds crew does not. Iwaswaiking/
sliding towards the Kiikhof Center on
Tuesday ofthe first weekbackto school
when the most unfortunate thing
happened. Yes, you guessed it.
AAAAAARRRRGGGGH! Down I
went in a screaming frenzy. Now,
after I regained my composure and
opened up my squinting eyes, I saw
about five professors huddled around
me (I think they thought I was dead).
“Are you, ALL RIGHT?!” After I got
up and assured them that I was fine, I
startedponderingaquestion: Why did
Ifall? Was it because of my inability
to walk? No, my parents helped me
with that one when I was young. Was
it my footwear? No, I had on suitable
boots. Hmmmm. W aiitbecausel was
walking on pure ice, untouched by

snowing
school? It does seem to be snowir
quite a bit out there! Should school be
canceled? Why not? What do we
have to learn anyway? Why do we
have to risk our lives to learn? Will it
take the National Guard to come in and
close us down again? Just stay home!
Forever!
Sounds pretty asinine doesn’t it?
All of you people running around
complaining about classes being open

sound pretty foolish, too. Yes, that's
rightfolks; we’re atGrand Valley State
University to learn. Education is the
key. If you feel that you’re risking
your life for your education, then you
need to make your own decisions. Do
you really want Grand Valley State
University to supply you with the
opportunity to leam? If so, what price
are you willing to pay for your
education? But Cory, we’ve already
paid our tuition! We should be able to
have a snow day once in a while! What

do you want to do with that time off,
build a snowman or make snowangels? Yes, I do Understand that
conditions w ere horrible and
dangerous, but the weather is not the
university’s play toy. The university
is here to provide you with your
money's worth of knowledge, so get it.
Who really cares if Michigan State
canceled their classes? This is the here
and the now, and if you don’t agree
with our administrator’s decision, then
it’s off to Lansing with you!

The Lanthorn is currently accepting applications for the position of copy
editor. Applicants must have an excellent grasp of the English language
and be dependable. If you are interested, please stop by the Lanthorn
office (lower level ofthe Kirkhof Center) or call us at 895-2460._________
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2 Talks...that a re timely!
9 R eal Life...that’s kinaly!
Come see fo r yourself...
'C ause it’s good for your health!
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
6:00 PM - CALVARY CHURCH
0

Presented by The Broadway Theatre GuBd

FEB. 2-6 AT DEVOS HALL

1-96 at East Beltline

Immediatelyfollowing - Singles Viewpoint • Narcotics Anonymous
Just the Facts • Alcoholics Anonymous • V.E.T.S.

Tickets: $12, $32.50, $37.80 - Wed., • pm;
Thur., 2 5 8 pm;Sat.,2 pm;Sun, 3 5 7:30pm.
$15. $35. $40 (or Fri. 5 Sat., 8 pm.
STUDENT TICKETS: $10 DAY OF THE SHOWI

Tickets available In
person at the Stage
Door In Breton ViSoge, f Q
the Grand Center Sox I N
Office or any
tlcketMaster outlet. To
choge by phone c a l
TICkelMasteral
4 5 6-3)33.

.
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_ _
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i
The official alrllm
<j The Hnmlovt
Theatre linin'

United Parcel Service

• Bausch fir Lomb • Clba Vision • Johnson fir Johnson
• Bames-HInd • American Hydron • Cooper Vision

SAVE

On Replacement
Soft Contact Lenses!

New hours open Monday through Friday, 8am-4:30 pm
Please phone 241-6335 for more inform ation
about life saving plasma donations

Sera-Tec Biologicals
1973 So. Division (Comer o f Burton)

SeeQuence,
NewVues
or Acuvue

F or 12
Lenses

Everything you need in replacement soft
tenses, even fashion tints!

Most Contact Lenses Available In 48 Hours

New Plasma Donors will need

Donors are reimbursed $15

legal picture ID and social

for each 1 hour automated

security card if address on ID is

plasma collection.

not current. Please bring
evidence of current residence.

H E L P S A V E L IV E S !
Receive $15 per donation at a maximum
of two donations per week.

MLK inspires Grand Valley speakers
c.
K.

by Cory D. Otaea.
Staff Writer

can emerge victorious, this person was
Mashonda Griffin.
MashondaisoriginallyfromFlint
Michigan and is now a junior here at
Grand Valley. She has a double major
in engineering and performing arts.
Her speech was very intense and
sparked multiple reactions from the
audience. When asked about tier major
motivation to write this speech, she
responded in a very driven m anna.
“My major inspiration is the
essence of the man Dr. King., the
studying of him and realizing that yes,
this is a man that I need to admire and
that I need to leant more about. Plus,
to realize what he has done and
understand how he did it, and then to
make it part of my life. It benefited,
not only a race of people, (but also) a
whole nation of people, even a whole
world of people. So since it had that
much of an impact, I needed to take

~>

With all of the problems we have
in daily life, we tend to forget our
influences and heroes. With his
leadership and insight on racial
equality,Martin Luther KingJr. isone
ofthe most influentialpeopleto change
the way we live and think today.
The oratorical contest held last
Thursday on the Promenade Deck in
the KiikhofCenter was abig eye opener
for me and many others who attended.
Students were challenged to write an
essay about “What the Dream Means
to Me,” and then present a six-minute
speech about i t Many powerful ideas
were expressed that made us all
remember just what Dr. King was all
about
As in all contests, only one person

^
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that into consideration and make it a
part of my life. That was the basis of
my essay.”
Because o f the other speeches
given that day, it was clear that she
wanted to give something different to
the listeners.
“I wanted to not teach anyone
anything, but just to bring forth some
ideas. A lot of times we have people
pounding things in(to)ourhead(s), but
if we can come forth and love, and to
let everybody know that I love (people).
I just wanted to share what I know with
somebody else and hopefully stimulate
some thinking on how we can all do a
little better, right here, right now.”
When asked what h a idea was to
unify everyone in the world, she went
right back to the love of the people.
“It is the love that is in the
individual, that can allow the other
barrias to be shattered. Love precedes

everythingandlovewillwin. Thelove
that you have will not let you focus on
the negative. It’s a strong positive and
it will outweigh the negative.”
“The knowledge of who we are,
w h ae we came from, and where we
need to go will help put out all of these
negativedelusionsthathaveinfiltrated
into our society and into our nation
since the beginning of time.”
W hat’s going to get us there
though? It seems like such an endless
struggle. Mashonda feels that religion

2

by Christopher Barron
Staff Writer
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is the key.
“There willbeaspiritual wakening.
We live in a natural world w hae the
spirit is willing and the flesh is weak.
So if the spiritual waking can arise,
you will live in a spiritual realm where
the natural realm won’t affect you. If
everybody can be spiritual and realize
that we are made in the image of God
who is all love. The vehicle of spiritual
wakening will take us w h ae we need
to go. I’m very sure of th a t”

Virtual excitement
at Grand Valley!

1 9 9 4

4 1

Rxrto by Nikki Boeitmui
M ashonda G riffin,fir s t place, making her award-winning speech.

Just how real is virtual reality?
That is the exact question I went to
NRGonJan. 15 to find out. Up until
this time, I had never experienced
virtual reality before. So naturally,
when the opportunity came to
investigate this new technology, free
ofchvge, I jumped at the chance. I
arrived a little after 8 p.m. and lines
w ere already starting to get
somewhat long.
Before I actually played the
sim ulations, I talked to Steve
Rathbum, road manager of Kramer
Entertainment Agency, Inc., about
these games. Each one of the virtual
reality system s that K ram er
Entertainment possesses is built in
London, England by a company
called W Industries. The system is
equipped with an Amiga 3000
com puter enhanced w ith an
accelerator board. I was shocked to
find out that one virtual reality
system costs between $120,000125,000! At this point, I had to pick
my jaw up off of the floor before
continuing with the interview.
Enough background, it’s time to
check these suckers out!
The first game I tried called
VTOL (Vertical Take-Off Landing)
is a j a simulation. The object ofthe
game is to shoot down three enemy
planes relatively quickly before
running out of fuel. Ammunition is
not a problem because there are an
unlimited number of machine gun
bullets; however, there are only four
heat-seeking missiles. In the middle
of the screen there is a green box
with a circle that moves toward the
closest target When the circle turns
red, that means an enemy plane has
been locked in. Now, quick reflexes
are a must because a player only has
3/10 of a second to shoot the plane
down. After shooting three enemy
planes, the p la n t automatically
refuels in the air . TInfortunately,
that is the last time it is done
automatically, because as the game
progresses the player must do it
himself or herself. There is also a
^refueling and missile reloading

%

scenario in which the lane must
land on an aircraft carrier. This is
harder than it looks because the
controls are very touchy, and it is
quite easy to nose dive into the
carrier. To add to the difficulty, the
enemy planes start shooting back
a fta the third refueling. There are
an unlimited number of lives, and
the length of play depends on the
ability of the player. If the player is
not very good (like me), play lasts
forapproximately3 l/2to5minutes
Good players can go all afternoon
on one credit.
I sat down in the cockpit, placed
the mask containing the screen over
my head, gripped the controls and
took off. The left joystick controls
the throttle, and the right joystick
controls; up, down, right, and left
movements, and the firing of
missiles and machine gun. At first,
my vision was blurred, but I adjusted
within a few seconds. I must restate
the touchiness of the controls
because the first time I played this
gam e, I ended up in several
uncontrollable spins. I didn't know
it was possible to get airsick while
still on the ground. I did manage to
shoot down a few enemy planes and
have some fun before my turn ended.
I asked some o th a students about
their flying experience, the dom
inant reaction being; "whoa dude!"
Dan Kloosterman, a freshman
at Grand Valley, said “The whole
visual effects were good, but the
controls were too sensitive."
Jenny Fata, also a freshman,
seemed to agree. “The game was
pretty cool, but it was a little
confusing and hard to get back
straight sometimes."
The other game I tried called
Dactyl Nightmare takes two to play.
The object of the game is to seek out
and kill your opponent and to avoid
the pterodactyl which appears every
time eight shots are taken. The
games lasts approximately three
minutes and during that time, the
two players have unlim ited
am m unition and an unlimited
number of lives. The gear consists
of a mask, a trigger with two buttons
(one to fire and one to walk forward),
Please see Virtual, p. 7
.

C'mon, y'all! Hoedown
for the;
c.

-by LjruaHle A. T u h .
Atmosphere Editor

The atmosphere o f NRG will
transform into a country-western
jam boree as GVSU students
“Hoedown for the Hungiy,” on Jan.
29.
The second annual event is in
coordination with January’s Volunteer
Month theme.
Attendees are asked to donate
canned goods that will be donated to
Degage Ministries of Grand Rapids.
Shelters need support throughout
the year to maintain their services to
the homeless.
“Especially after the holidays you
bring in all these food drives in
December and you pass them out for
Christmas, everything has kind of died
down as far as the donations go,” said
Steven Nicolet,EuchreClubpresident.
“That’s when the weather gets bad and
cold, the homeless are still in need of
food and shelter, so this is probably the
best time of the year to be donating
food."

Coordinators for the event expect
an increase in attendance and in the
amount o f food collected. They hope
to collect 200 cans o f food,
approximately 50 more cans than last
year.
The hoedown will begin with
instructors teaching how to square
dance, line dance, and Texas two-step.
The Unger’s of Grand Rapids will
begin the lessons at 8 p.m.
Later in the evening, “Nitehawk,”
a country and western band, will
perform as students practice their new
steps. The Wyoming band performed
during the Laker Daze at GVSU.
The event is free o f charge and
nachos, salsa, and lemonade will be
served.
Prizes will be awarded to the best
dressed and best dancing couple.
Sponsors for this yearV'Hoedo wn
For liie Hungry” include the Euchre
Club, CrossCultural Club, S.T.A.G.E.,
Zeta Tau Alpha, and Sound Spectrum
Concert Productions.
T he GVSU com m unity is
encouraged to attend this event to help
benefit Degage Ministries.
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Com ing Soon

• • •
• • •

The Renewal FAFSA*
Walk-In Workshop
•••

*Free Application for Federal Student Aid

• • •

••••<

February 7 - 1 1 , 1994
Kirkhof Lobby
8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Walk-in and have Financial Aid Office staff
review your completed 1994-95 FAFSA
before you mail it in.

**REMEMBER**
Application deadline is February 15, 1994

Job Opportunities
Tuesday, February 1
OLD KENT BANK A TRUST Branch Management Trainee All
business majors.
CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDE THESE AND MORE:
Advertising Intern. McKendrvHvma. Requires wordprocessing skills.

Admission is free!

For more information contact the Career Services Office at 8953311,105 Commons.
______
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Z tti Tau Alpha Fraternity, the third largest national sorority, is honored by the request to join the Greek system at Grand Valley State University and will join the lo
cal sorority Theta Chi Omega.
Unaffiliated women at Grand Valley State University can benefit from ZTA’s ...
Leadership development
Philanthropy
And more!

Sisterhood
Lifelong networking
Scholarships
Z e ta / 9 a u / A ^ A a /S u M

e it^ Q

^ a ^ — ^ a n a e a a // 2 6 - 2 8

Zeta/ Aaw AfoAa/ G o/anie uttofi/ A e A i^ ^a e ie u irt/;28-31
Join us for these exciting events:
■ House Rotation Party
■ Skit Party

Preferenial Party
CELEBRATION— Bid Night

For more information, call Ann Leslie, Student Life Coordinator, at (616) 893-2345.
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by Brt— R M l k o w r t l N

Spom Editor
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The rest of Grind Valley's home
games may be played at Butterworth
Hospital after a weekend of injuries
and accidents to key pity era in the
Laker lineup.
Among the wounded are shooting
guard Kevin Kooiker, the team’s
leading scorer, who injured his ankle
during Saturday’s losstoWayneState.
X-rays Monday have shown no
breaks, but physicians won't know if
there is ligament damage until the
swelling goes down.
ThsLdowoflenae, which produced
its lowest point total o f the season
Saturday, took another hit as point
guard A^phonso Clark severely cut his
index' finger in an accident in his
apar t n w t Sunday night
The finger is cut all the way to the
bone, according to Clark, who is
expected to beout7-10days, but Clark
sayshecxpectstobe back in the lineup

in the lower range o f that estimate.
A lso im portant is how the
As a result the offense will need to perimeter defensehandles the Bulldogs
look for scoring from Nate Verbeek top two offensive weapons, Ty Miller
and guards Ryan Conlan and Aaron and Donnie Hayes. Wayne State killed
Williams.
the Lakers' outside in the second half.
Conlanplayedhisbestgameofthe
Saturday’s game at Northwood
year last Thursday, according to Laker will be a oontrast in comparison, as the
head coach Tom Villemure, which is Northmen’s key is getting the post
why he saw extensive playing time in play o f Jerry Prieskom established
Saturday’s game.
early.
“If you n w him play at Lake
Grand Valley won the first meeting
Superior State, you wouldn’t ask why between the two teams earlier in the
he played,” Villemure said.
season.
This Thursday’s game against
“He’s a different kind of big,”
archrival Fanis State, will most likely Villemure >aid,refinringtoPrieakDm's
be a close game. The Bulldogs are 4- weight o f 275 pounds.
4 in the conference, but every game
It's that extra weight that makes
has been decided by six points or less, him difficult to move out o f the post,
including an 85-82 victory over anchoring his position to get good shots.
Hillsdale Saturday.
Prieskom, the GLIAC’s very own
The Lakers shouldmatch up better version o f “Big Country," is the
with Ferris than they did with a taller Northmen’s leading scorer, and may
Wayne State team, which means that wreak havoc on the Lakers' interior
the postplay o f Verbeek and team defense without the presense of Glem
rebounding are vital to the Lakers' Szcman who is ineligible far the rest of
the season.

Grand Valley leads the way to
scholarships for women's athletics
(Editor's note) This b the third in a
three part series on Gender Equity
and Grand Valley.

a

bjA lanP.BaM M
Staff Writer
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Grand Valley women’s basketball
Coach Pat Baker-Gryzb has seen the
Laker athletics program go through
many changes over the past 20 years.
As a three-sport star in volleyball,
basketball and softball atGVSC during
the early to mid-70's, Bakcr-Grzyb
moved up from her assis tant'sposition
to take over the helm o f the hoop
program for the 1978-79 season.
Looking on her tenure, she believes
Grand Valley has been one of the
leaden in offering female athletes an
equal amount of support (financially
and facility-w ise) as their male
counterparts.
“Grand Valley w u the first in the
state of Michigan to offer (athletic)
scholarships for women,” Bskrr-Grzyb
said. “President Lubbers is mating an
effort to make things equal at this
school.”
Biker-Grzyb, who is a member of
the Laker Athletic Hall of Fame, does
remember the budget cuts in 1981. She
feels that the time made GVSU’s
athletic program more financially
sound.
“In thelDng run, the cuts have paid
off,” Baker-Gizyb, a 1972 graduate of
Wyoming Park High School, said. “We
have not had to make the cuts that
other universities have had to recently.
(The administrators here) do their

homework and don’t expect to get all
the state money they are promised."
“I guess I would rather be more
conservative in spending than to have
to cut a lot o f programs if we got in
debt,” she added.
W hile the effort to even out
spending between men’aand women’s
athletics is good, Baker-Gryzb feels
the biggest issue is the inequity in
coaching salaries.
“We do as much work as men’s
basketball coaches but do not always
get cre d ited ,” she explained.
“Obviously, tenure {days a trig role in
everything, but the base salary should
be the same (for comparable sports).”
Lubbers believes equality in
coaching salaries is not too far off.
“They will evolve at the pressure
of women'sspoits increased toasimilar
level as men’s sports,” lie said.
TH E DOWNSIDE OF GENDER
EQUITY
RkkMcDowell, 19, came to Ferris
Stole University in Big Rapids, ML,
with the expectation of running track
and cross-country far four years.
But two months ago, University
President Helen Popovich announced
that $300,000 would be cut from the
school’s athletic budget for the
upcoming year. As part of Ferris’
commitment to reducing its$ 15 million
deficit, the school eliminated five
men’s sports andone women’s. Among
the m en's programs slashed were
baseball, cross country, swimming,
track and wrestling. The Bulldogs
women's swim squad was eliminated

as well.
Ferris faced a similar problem that
other universities across the country
were facing balancing the amount spent
on male and female athletic programs.
The cu ts le ft a b itter taate in
McDowell’s mouth.
“No sports benefited from these
cuts except 1br women’s teams,”
McDowell, a corporate fitness major,
said.
U nlike Grand V alley, Ferris
offered scholarships in cross-country.
M cD ow ell,w ho
considered
transferring after a discussion over the
past Christmas break, said he did
receive money from the school but
declined to specify an amount
Oneof McDowell’s teammates on
the track team, Ron Hesaem, is also in
disbeliefbecauseof the announcement
“It was a shock to everybody,” the
20-year-old from Traverse City said
“We thought they would cut football
because of the number of sports it
would save.”
The Ferris solution may be just the
rip of the iceberg when it comes to the
problems facing other university’s
athletic departments across the United
States. Hopefully, a solution can be
found that will give everyone a fair
opportunity
to com pete in
intercollegiate athletics.

Scott Hunter drives to the hole in Saturdays tam e vs.

Lady Lakers reach .500
r
r--------

bvBreBalfcr
Staff Writer
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percent from the floor. Jasmin made
11 of 15 shots, and Swierbut made 6 of

11.
The Lakers usedabalanced scoring
The Lakers will be in action in the
attack to defeat visiting Wayne State, Fieldhouse on January 27 against
77-62, on December 22. The women’s GLIAC rival Ferris State. The Lakers
basketball team is now 3-5 in the Great will have to face a tough pressing
L akes Intercollegiate Athletic team, without the help of freshman
Conference, and 8-8 overall.
Colleen Hipp. Hipp suffered an ankle
The Lakers led the entire game injury during the first half of the Lake
after jumping out to 10-0. The Tartars Superior game on January 20 and did
cut the lead to two points with just not play in the Wayne State game.
under three minutes left in the half, but
Baker Grzyb feels that guards
Grand Valley kept their composure. Swierbut, Belden, Schram and junior
The Lakers converted on three steals, Mary Munsell will be able to handle
two o f them by sophomore Patti the press.
Schram, and went into the locker room
“We did an excellent job against
with a seven point lead, 33-26.
the press of Wayne State,” said Baker
The second half was not any better Grzyb. “We attacked their press and
for the Tartars as Grand Valley they had to take it off.”
continued to convert on Wayne State’s
Baker Grzyb says that Ferris has
turnovers. The Lakers scored 29 points both perimeter and inside threats.
off of27Tartar turnovers for the game.
“We have to shut them down,”
Baker Grzyb credits a tough trapping Baker Grzyb said. “We are going to
defense for the turnovers.
have to play dirty, tough defense. We
Sophomore Sarah Jasman led all will work our tails off.”
scorers with a career high of 25 points.
Grand V alley will travel to
If that wasn’t enough, freshman Kellie Midland on January 29, to face
Swierbut also scored a career high of Northwood. Northwood is winless in
15 points. Rounding out the attack the GLIAC, and was defeated by the
were sophomore Tiffany Belden with Lakers in both meetings this year.
14, and senior Marie Thomas with 11.
“We wouldn’t want our game to
The Tartars out-rebounded the give Northwood their first win,” said
Lakers on the offensive boards, 12-5, Baker Grzyb. “Northwood is good at
but were unable to convert the easy home and we need a road win to get
shots. However, Grand Valley was over the mental block of winning on
able to get good shots and shoot 54 the road."

I lit l.iifilln 'i n

TVack team PO'd and happy about it
C.__ by Stuart Daly
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Staff writer

While mother nature was putting
the freezeon West Michigan, the Grand
Valley Track team was burning up the
Fieldhouse track. Last Friday archrival
Ferris State invaded the Laker loop.
The early season turmoil had
quieted down, and, in the words of
Junior runner Eric Allen, “The team
was really upfor this m eet”TheLakers
were indeed pumped up for this meet

Before anyoneelsedoeejm going
to be the fin t to say i t Buffalo doesn't
■tend a dunce. Rent your videos now
because, after what should be the
greatest halftime show of all time, the
Super Bowl w ill only have cool
commercials as points of interns}
Some sportscasten are trying to
paintthe picture that this w illbeagreat
game. On TV, the sports segment of
the evening news paints the picture of
heroes who just won't die.
I've seen that banner that says:
"We're back; deal with it, America" so
many times that I don't care to deal
with i t In fact, I'd rather have the
Dallas defense deal with i t
The fact o f the matter is, despite
being the best in the AFC, Buffalo is
the worst in the Super Bowl. Not
because they aren't a good team, but
because the team they pi ay in the Super
Bowl is so much better.
The thing that annoys me most
about the coverage of the Super Bowl
so far is that sportscasters are pointing
out things that belong on the "Did you
know " at th e end o f E SPN 's
Sportscenter. These tidbits seem to
suggest that the Bills have an advantage
because of some trivial facts.
If Buffalo fans (or sympathizers)
think that the fact that theSuperBowl
will be played only a week after the
conference championship games will
give them a victory, then they're really
in for a letdown.
Dallas is better than Buffalo in
nearlyeveryaspectofthegame. While
Emmitt Smith and Thurman Thomas
are two o f the best backs in the game,
either the balanced Cowboy offense
takes the heat off of Emmitt or Aikman
will bum them deep, giving the
Cowboys the advantage.
Since the release of James Lofton,
the Bills have lacked a deep threat, and
their pas sing during the regular season
suffered as a result.
Defensively, Buffalo has the better
front line, but Dallas' offensive line
can handle its own up front protecting
Aikman and Smith.
The coaching advantage goes to
Dallas hands down. The fact that
Jimmy Johnson had the guts to
guarantee a victory over San Fransico
(the second-best team in the NFL)
speaks very highly of the confidence
he has in his team. His team responded
with a thrashing o f the 49ers.
Marv Levy is too boring to predict
the coin toss. He doesn't have the
charisma that a winning coach needs.
The only way Buffalo could ever
win a Super Bowl would be if it were
hosted in Rich Stadium, a thought that
leaves the NFL chilly.
Prediction: The big plays will
cause the Bills to ask themselves why
they bother. Dallas 34, Buffak>17.

The Week Ahead
M e n ’s
and
W o m en 's
Basketball: The Lakers host rival
Ferris State Thursday night starting
with the women's game at 5:30 and
the men's gamefollows. On Saturday,
both teams travel to Midland to take
on Northwood University at 1 pun.
Track: The men's and women's
track teams hosttheLakerTriangular
Wednesday night at 5:00 p.m.
Swimming and Diving: The
L akers host C alvin C ollege
Wednesday night at 6 JO p m . and
Northern Michigan's women's team
visits on Friday night at 7:00 p.m.

LIVE ALTERNATIVE
EVERY WED. &THURS.

$1.75 24 oz. drafts

attaining an outstanding twenty-seven
PO’s (personal objectives, or best of
the year performances).
The field events got things going
when returning All-American Kelly
Oberlin won the high jump event The
throwers also had a good night as Kim
Comelisse reached aPO with her shot
put toss of over 33 feet Throwing
coach Joe Skrycki set an arena record
earlier in the night with his thirty-five
pound hammer heave o f 51’8” and
was “real happy w ith to n ig h t’s

performance,” and promised toremain
that way as long as his throwers
“continue improving like this!’’
In the most exciting race of the
nightBrianHeadleycamefrombehind
to steal victory in the 800m. Headley’s
win was the lone men's event victory
o f the evening. However, the meet was
still up for grabs going into the final
race, the men’s relay. An unfortunate
baton drop by the Lakers allowed the
Bulldogs to escape with a one-point
victory.

CoachPete Rowe was pleased with
the overall perform ance and gave praise
for his team’s work ethic and positive
attitude, stating that “team moral is up,
and we’redoingpretty well considering
all the setbacks this team has endured.”
Tonight the Lakers host Aquinas
and Southwestern Michigan at 5:00.
Coach Rowe says, “ the m e et’s
emphasis is on improving individual
performances to prepare for our long
range goal to perform well for the
GLIAC meet in late February. It
promises to be a fun m eet”

Delta Sigma Pi
THE PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY
WccwTieA/ duJmjL lack
JiopjHy u m i p m

hob a

Wmhn, bwwixhj 94.
c j / m l w r r m k /v .

(Rwwmiwv.

$1.75 24 oz. drafts
DISCOUNT W / COLLEGE I.D
19 & OVER

T R u m &uauwm !

ALL AMERICAN
SUB
W I T H B O L O G N A , S A L A M I,
H A M , S W IS S C H E E S E , A N D
A M E R IC A N C H E E S E

. $
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3.50

AVAILABLE 2-1-94 - 2-28-94
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victim
Jky Rebecca Aadrewi
'Entertainment Editor
“Andrew Beckett brought AIDS
into our office, into our men’f room.
We ihould be suing him!”
Hailed as the first major motion
picture to address the issue of AIDS,
Philadelphia is also about therampant

homophobia that courses through
society.
Philadelphia'^about,AIDS, sexual
orientation, gays, fearof gays, life, and
death.
Andrew Beckett, played by Tom
Hanks, is a brilliant lawyer in a
prestigious law firm. He is handed the
most important cases. The partners

Minority voices at Calder
f

by Cory D. Ofaea
Staff Writer
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With the recent celebration o f Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.’s birthday, it’s
only fitting that the university put on
an applicable dramatic presentation.
Starting January 27th, the Louis
Armstrdng Theatre will be host to
“Minority Voices," a collage o f six
short presentations by the university
players.
“Minority Voices” will consist
mainly o f works from Lorraine
Hansbeny’s drama, To Be Young,
Gifted, and Black and from some of
her play material, such as Raisin in the
Sun and TheSign in Sidney Brustein’s

Window.

Also in this presentation will be
three selections from one-act plays,
selected from The Women’s Project
in New York, recounting the
achievements of Black women. These
writers, consistingofDeniseHamilton,
Cynthia Cooper, and Susan Kander
present three different situations of
black struggle through modem times.
Poetry readings w ill also be
incorporated to make it a very wellrounded, cultural evening.
Performances will be on January
27,28, 29, February 3 ,4 , and 5 at 8
p.m ., and a Sunday m atinee is
scheduled for January 30. Tickets are
$5 for the general public, $3 forGVSU
students, and $1 for senior citizens,
children, and the handicapped.

S P O R T S S M B S B R IL L

Lincoln Country Club
3485 Lake Michigan Dr. NW
ph. 453-5348

SHUTTLE

FREE RIDE
on
Dadd's Magic Bus
•?

To & From GVSU Campus

ONLY ONLY

TU ESD A Y

ONLY

ONLY

BUS DEPARTS FROM KLEINER COMMONS:

8:00
8:45

9:30
10:15

11:00
11:45

B O W L IN G
9 9 i games, 9 9 t shoe rental, 9:00 - close

love him and his work.
- He works out o f his home on a
major brief. Lesions Sooear on his
face. People notice,
missing. It isn’t w:
Someone is sabol
body is being ravagi
Andy is fired.
The central
because he i __
important fileor
Andy is
fired because
a landmark case,
his former employers.
Denzel Washington plays his

lawyer. A homophobic at heart, his
conscience makes him take the case.
His disgust for gays is palpable at the

:isriveting and
a much broader range
[pus movies might have

outtfi
theyi
A

_ . i hesit
are persecuted is because o f people’s
fear. Whiteitiscertainlyanicethought,

8:30 - 9:30 25i drafts, 50t shots & pop
9:30 - 10
50t drafts, 754 shots & pop
1 0 -close
75± drafts, $1.25 shots & pop
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by Lori M. Gruatman
Staff Writer

ranking o fficers w hite enough.
Imagine hearing tales o f groups^
your fellow workers f
train heading

IF YOU WANT TO MAKE IT
IN THE REAL WORLD,
SPEND A SEMESTER IN OURS.

Walt Disney World Co. representatives will be on campus to present
an information session for Undergraduate Students on the
WALT DISNEY WORLD SUMMER/FALL ’94 College Program.

WHEN:

Tuesday, February 1 ,1 9 9 4
7 :0 0 p m
WHERE: K irk h o f C enter P rom enad e

The Lanthom is now
accepting applications for
the position of:

P u S lN E s s

Attendance at this presentation is
required to interview fo r tbe
Summer/Fall '94 College Program.
Interviews will be held on
Wednesday, February 2, 1994. The
following majors arc encouraged to
attend: Business, Communication,
Recreation/Leisure Studies,
Hospitality/Restaurant Management,
Travel & Tourism, and Theatre/Drama

KLQ

SU PE R B O W L PA R T Y !
Live rem ote w ith KLQ

For m ore inform ation
Contact: Cooperative Education
and Placem ent
Phone: 895-3311

24 S C R E E N S , 10’ X 14’ screen downstairs
E n jo y C o o rs Light Specials!

m ovie,
you rant against
the^injustice o f an imperfect world
And it will make you see AIDS.

Amon Goeth. Schindler’s concern for
lis business leads him to aid the Jews
^
iat he has hired.
Schindler's character transforms
Imagine that you’re a citizen of
a money-hungry womanizer at
Krakow, Germany with a successful
beginning of the movie to a
businessandabeautifulhome. Imagine
compassionate man who only cares
one day receiving an oi '
about doing good. We see him insisting
government that
to Goeth that the Jews waiting on a
times an armbani
train in the sweltering heat be sprayed
David. Imagine
with aAnse to lessen their agony. We
up your business
llowing some of the Jews he
your house, only
iyed to cany out worship
twelve other people
re see him angered by the
know in a tiny room
tat his own Nazi party
calls it an apartmei
^the Jews. And finally, we
windows and torn
> Schindler construct a
around.
to would be taken out of
Imagine some tun'
id to his home to wn in
a
powerful
forced out of your“a^
to work for him as he
ndler, a
on a crowded, hot ton
immunition-making
jsman
and
hardly breathe—whose destination is
|er’s List included
Schindler
the Plaskow Forced Labor Camp.
him weeping at
Land he
Imagine being forced to work hours
^ehe couldn’t help more.
r
Ben
and hours each day for the same
Thrm indset that the Nazis had
and
govemmentthatbetrayedyou. Imagine
about the Jews was unbelievable. They
vorks
being told to strip naked and
faspossible for mocked the Jews in the street and
circle in front of the govei
_
together,
Schindler and treated them as sub-humans. At one
doctors so they can determine
point, Goeth said to his Jewish maid
____ncreate
a
very
successful
company
of you are healthy enough to
right before he beat her senseless,
that makes Schindler veiy rich. Stem
working—you wonder what ha]
“You’re not a person in the strictest
is
eventually
subjected
to
the
same
to those who aren’t
sense of the word.” The hate he felt for
Imagine fearing for your life at tortures as the other Jews.
her and all Jews was very evident
Schindler
is
furious
when
his
every turn, for you see a woman shot
The only other thing to say about
business
is
threatened
by
the
liquidation
through the head because she took a
this
movie is go see it. If you have any
minute to rest or a boy shot for not of the Jews from Krakow. He shares
thoughts that the Nazis were unfairly
his
anger
with
such
Nazi
leaders
as
getting the bath tub of one of the highblamed for this oppression, or if you
aren't really sure what the Holocaust
When yo u can't afford that diamond, ring
was, this movie will definitely be an
enlightenment.
Once again. Steven Spielberg has
....... .■■■**■
.......»**
SUCCCCdcd
This is what Academy
t^papingPA, »
(only $250for 25 words-a bargain compared to $500!) Awaids a * made of.
a

$1 Schnapps ALL NITE!
75J: Pizza Slices 'til 11:30
Sluggo’s DugOut

times to draw
ethelessoneof

Schindler's List: Spielberg's
horrific look at Nazi history

W orld C o.

B eat the C lo c k !!

it ia hard to believe that among such a
large family, not one member would
istile, either to Andy’s
to the fact that he

The Walt Disney Co

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Major area of study in
accounting, management,
economics or finance required.
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Let it snow! Let it snow!
L .- £
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offer many e u i e r runs with the
diversity and scenery you w ant In
addition, they have one of the most
challenging cross-country trails any
where in Michigan.
Both Boynes are, o f course, open,
and, along with Nubs, offer the runs
skiers want for every skill level, even
you hot dogs. For those among you
wanting more ofachallenge this winter,
I suggest Searchmont.
Located in Canada just north of
the Upper Peninsula, Searchmont is
home to some of the most challenging
skiing in the Midwest. Virtually
unknown ten years ago, this winter
wonderland has quietly become the
place to ski, and Michigan skiers have
been flocking there in droves. The
skiing is tough. The drive is long. The
experience is unforgettable.
So regardless o f what wets your
appetite this winter, get out there and
ski baby, it's never been better. Enjoy!

y

StaffWriiei

After weeks without the white
stuff, Michigan winter enthusiasts
finally have something thecheerabout
Just before winter break, snow
flakes were scarce. Reports from
meteorologists even suggested a
green Christmas. Winter resorts were
hurting, and snow m akers were
working overtime while stillproducing
only a dusting of snow (or, rather, ice).
However, that was then, and heavy
snow is now! A fter record low
temperatures and snow fell across the
state, every resort from Searchmont
(Canada) to Bittersweet was fully open
and ready for carving.
If you’re a beginner and you're
looking for a resort that offers the best
skiing for someone o f your skill level,
Nubs Nob near Harbor Springs is the
place. Nubs is quality skiing. They

The WeekAhea
Ja n . 29 NRG will host a Hoedown for the Hungry when it turns into a country western jamboree from 8 p m .
until 1 a.m. There will be square dancing, line dancing, and music will be provided by the country band “Nitehawk.”
Everyone is encouraged to come dressed “Westem-style,” and prizes will be given to the best dressed and the best
dancing couple. Refreshments, including nachos, salsa and lemonade will be served. Everything is free, but bring
as many cans of food as you can to help feed the hungry.
Jan . 28 & 30 Cbiematecfa presents El UtrimchL The action film done by a talented cinematographer on a
$10,000budgetthatWowedHollywoodlastyear. Theplot? Aguitarplayingmariachiismistakenforahitman. 7pm .
Mainsail, Kirkhof Center.
Jan. 29 Cinematech presents The Gradual*. Starring Dusting Hoffman as a lost graduate student who decides
to go wild after college. How does he do it? By getting it on with the mother of the girl he’s interested in. 7pm .
Mainsail KC.
thru Feb. 25 “Uncommon Clay” at the Calder Gallery. A ceramic show held in conjunction with the Muskegon
Museum of Art with Art & Design artist Daleene Menning as curator.
O ff Campus

Jan . 26 Bfllygoat plays at the Reptile House. This band gets naked on stage, so stop by for some cheap thrills.
Need info? Call 242-9955.
Jan. 27 Seaweed, rumored to be Pearl Jam’s fav band, whatever that means, makes its appearance at the Reptile
House.

The Lanlhorn
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30%

OFF
Everything
Full In-store repair service

C a n ik & fy i/ie D e w e le M ,
4290 Lake Ml Dr., ph. 791-8002
235

An Arresting Comedy

CAR 54,
V4f£W ARf VSOU?

HI

H H H IH

lEI/fl l l l l l l i n f

In IDE Name
Of The father

DANIEL
DAY-LEWIS

Falsely accused.

Jobs & Money
H ome S upport A ides: Part-tim e
p o sitio n s h elp in g fa m ilie s to
im p lem en t b eh a v io r treatm en t
p la n s
fo r
c h ild r e n
w ith
d e v e lo p m e n ta l d is a b ili tie s .
H ours are flexible: after school
and/or w eekends. You m ust be
dependable, have a valid driver's
license, and own personal vehicle.
R elevant training and experience
w ith b e h a v io r m a n a g e m e n t
techniques is preferred. Training
and supervision provided. For
m ore in fo rm atio n , p lease call
L o u is e a t A L L E N H E A L T H
CARE at 956-7844 or 1 -800-9480727._________________________
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+
m onthly. Sum m er/holidays/fulltim e. W orld travel. Caribbean,
H aw aii, Europe, M exico. Tour
g u id e s, g ift sh o p sa le s, deck
hands, casino w orkers, etc. No
e x p e rien c e n ec essary . CALL
602-680-4647. Ext. C147.
Cam pus sales rep needed. Joe
C ollege, Inc. seeks m otivated,
re sp o n sib le in d iv id u al to sell
p o p u la r c o lle g e a p p a re l on
cam pus. 1-800-251-8218._____
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING:
Earn up to $2000+/month working
, on C ruise Ships or L and-T our
c o m p a n ie s .
W o rld tr a v e l.
Summer & full-tim e em ploym ent
a v a ila b le .
No e x p e rie n c e
' necessary. For more inform ation
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5623.
E arn $ 5 0 0 o r m o re w ee k ly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, D ept. R38, PO Box
1779, D en h a m S p rin g s , LA
70727.

Sappy
CALL THE MOVIE HOTLINE
FO, THE LATEST IN7,TLESANDSHftvT|MEs

Use

533-3760
im

The Lanthorn Lov
C lassifieds
4 Feb. 9 »

aw n w arn
Non-StopAir •(7) Night* Hotol • Tww* • Club
Discount* • Tmnsfars • Activities Program
CANCUN......... from $439
BAHAM AS....... from $329
SO U TH PA D RE .. from $499
JAM AICA ......... from $439
DAYTONA HowardJohnnon) from $129
PANAMA CITY «««
from $109
For a free brochure cafl

Breakaway Travel
1-800-214-8687
Spacing la llmltadl

1986 C h e v y C a v a lie r R S .
A u to m atic S u n ro o f. A M /FM
Stereo. Air cruise tilt hatchback.
2,200 / best offer. 892-5902.

S u m m er M a n ag e m en t P o sitio n s
Tasp, International looking for
students for sum m er m anagem ent
p o s itio n s .
No e x p e r ie n c e
necessary. Average earnings of
$ 8 ,0 0 0 .
T e r r ito r ie s o p en
th ro u g h o u t M ic h ig a n : G ran d
R apids, S t. Joe, B attle Creek,
N iles. For more inform ation, call
K evin at 1 - 8 0 0 - 5 4 3 - 3 7 9 2 .

Travel
SPRING BREAK 94: C ancun,
Bahamas, Jam aica, South Padre,
Florida at the guaranteed low est
prices. From the #1 spring break
com pany. Call H elen evenings
Saturdays & Sundays, 857-1775.

1KAYEL ABROAD .mil WORK
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/m o.
te a c h in g b a s ic c o n v e rsa tio n a l
E nglish abroad. Japan, Taiwan &
S . K o re a .
M any e m p lo y e rs
provide room & board + other
benefits. No teaching background
o r Asian languages required! For
info, call: (206) 632-1146 ext.
J5623.

Housing
F e m a le
ro o m m a te
n eed ed
im m ediately to share 3-bedroom,
fu rn is h e d a p a r tm e n t in NW
G ra n d R a p id s h o m e .
O nly
$133.34/m onth plus l/3 u tilities.
Own room , call 458-9018.
U pper tw o-bedroom apt. for rent.
N orthw est G rand Rapids- easy
access o ff highw ays. $315/mo.
plus utilities. Cheap to heat.
Call 793-7696.______________
Needed im m ediately! 3-4 people
to take over lease in G rand Valley
A partm ents. Lease ends May 16,
1994, 892-5490._____________
Fem ale room m ate needed. No
deposit necessary. Only $156/
mo. + u tilities. Furnished apt
only 3 m iles from campus. Move
in im m ediately. Call 892-4733,
Angie or Shelley.

For Sale
BY OWNER: Remodeled 1 1/2
story farm house on spacious 1.3
acre lot. 3, possibly 4 bedrooms,
large master bedroom, light oak
kitchen with seperate dinnette, 1
3/4 baths, partially finished
basement, new 2 1/2 stall garage
and barn.
Possible rental
property. Great area, must sell.
Price reduced to $73,900. Call
669-8784.__________________

Prom ote o u r SPRING BREAK
packages w ith our posters and
flyers, or sign up now for spring
break room s. D aytona, Panama,
Padre, Cancun, etc. $129 up. Call
CMI 1-800-423-5264._________
SPRING BREAK 94: C ancun,
B aham as, Jam aica, F lo rid a &
P ad re!
110% lo w e s t p ric e
guarantee! O rganize 15 friends
and your trip is FREE! Take A
Break Student T ravel, (800)3287283._________________________
D ISC O U N T SPRIN G BREAK
PACKAGE: A m erica's #1 Spring
Break D estination. PANAMA
CITY BEACH, FLORIDA:from
$129 p er p e rs o n .
5 FREE
P A R T IE S
W IT H
FR E E
BEVERAGES. Your choice of
premiere properties: Holiday Inn,
Best Western Casa Loma, Ramada
Inn, Days Inn, Hampton Inn, Pier
99, Summit Condos and M iracle
M ile B a re fo o t In n . C am pus
representatives needed or book
direct. Travel A ssociates: 1800-558-3002.

Misc.
Typist: Work done out of my
home. State of the art equipment.
Call Pat at 531-0914._________
Come sail away with me! Anyone
interested in joining, organizing
a sailing team for the upcoming
season, please call Christine at
786-0771 immediately.

(f

Join us on Sundays from 710 pm in downstairs Kirkhof.
If you are interested in
performing musically,
artistically or in some other
way, call SOVC (895-2363)
for more info. And as

Computer-AT&T-IBM
compatible. 640 k, 30 meg hard
drive, $250. 249-2022._______
Avanti-mini-refrigerator. 1 yr.
old. $50. Call Joan, 892-5564.

CAFE N U I T \ \
Qrum.il Valley i
ce^ ee lvm.de
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2-Story Walk-Out Townhouses W ith Patio |j |j |j jf
1100-1400 Square Feet
W ithin 5. Minutes of Campus
Washers/Dryers In Each U n it

BEACH VOLLEYBALL COURT
$165-$ 175 per M onth
(Based O n Occupancy O f 4)
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE
CALL TODAY TO RESERVE
A TOWNHOUSE
FOR YOU!!

available!
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Styled fo r Spacious Living
♦M odern appliances: dishwasher, range,
refrigerator, garbage disposal
♦Laundry facilities in each building
♦Sound-conditioned construction for privacy
♦Two large walk-in closets in each bedroom
♦Large bath with seperate vanity/double sink
♦Pre-wired for cable TV
♦Self-controlled heat and air conditioning

M UCH
M ORE!

BOI1WODO
APAR1M INTS

We’ll help you fin d
roommates

PEPPIN0 S
PIZZA

□

c rysta l

FLASH

M-45 LAKE MICHIGAN DRIVE

A V i A ii iiiJ A S
GRAND VALLEY
STATE
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o
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CAMPUS, Vl&L/ APAWMgEirs
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' "243-7511
895-5875

